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accusative case

see case, accusative

active voice

see voice

adjectival phrase (AP) 62–64, 89, 332

as modifier (see modifier, adjectival phrase)

as predicate 63, 65, 68

adjective 30, 38, 41–42, 61–63, 91, 137

adjunct 140, 340

clause 119–123, 256, 329

see also adverbial

adjunction 339

left vs. right adjunction 333

adverb 205, 225, 274, 335–340

adverbial 340

adverb phrase (AdvP) 337

affix 301

see also prefix; suffix

affix lowering 300–303, 306, 318, 324–325

African American English 157, 195, 217

agent 251

agreement 170, 271, 317

see also antecedent; feature, agreement; subject–verb agreement

agreement phrase (AgrP) 317

ain’t see auxiliary verb, ain’t

ambiguity (ambiguous; unambiguous)

see lexical ambiguity; structural ambiguity

antecedent 170–174, 179

Appalachian English 151, 157, 214, 234, 246, 297

article

definite 27, 274

indefinite 27

see also determiner

aspect 242, 260

continuous (imperfective/progressive; habitual) 206, 242, 250, 259–260

punctual (perfective) 250, 260

asterisk (impossible/ungrammatical structure) 10, 68, 164

auxiliary verb 188–190


auxiliary have 221–228, 236–242

classified auxiliary

223–224, 240, 244, 246, 254, 275

dummy do (pleonastic do)

303–305, 307, 323–325


negated 275, 294–298, 306

nonmodal 219–221, 254, 293–294

passive be 250–254, 256, 262–265


semi-modal 311

see also do-support

bare infinitive

see verb form, bare infinitive

bar-level 322, 328, 333–334

see also projection

branch (left branch; right branch) 20, 22

branching 20, 23

binary 162, 163, 330, 332–334, 341

n-ary/multiple, ternary 272, 332–334

nonbranching 20, 334

see also node

British English 170, 211, 212, 225, 227

capacity interpretation 206

case

accusative 150, 271

nominative 43, 150, 271

see also feature, case

category (categorial) 75, 309

see also functional category; lexical category; silent category

clause 100, 119–123

noun complement (see noun complement clause)

participial 256

relative (see relative clause)

see also sentence

cleft (sentence; test) 81–83, 86, 88, 91

closed class 96

co-indexation 147–148, 154, 162, 178–179, 282

see also co-reference; index

command 167, 169

see also imperative sentence

complement 76, 95, 101–102, 146, 150, 341

noun phrase 102, 108

prepositional phrase 58–60, 79–83, 107

sentential 102, 108–116, 123, 134–135, 138–139

see also noun complement clause; object; selection; subcategorization; verb transitivity

complementizer phrase (CP) 108–109

see also doubly-filled CP

complex NP 128–130, 139

see also noun complement clause; relative clause

compound preterite

see tense, compound preterite

compound tense (vs. simple tense) 193, 224–225

see also tense, compound preterite

conditional

see mood, conditional

constituency test 64, 69, 71, 79, 81

see also cleft; movement, particle shift; movement, passivization

constituent 6, 64–70, 91

subconstituent 6, 15

contraction

see auxiliary verb, contracted auxiliary

co-reference 179

reference (referent) 150–151, 180, 182

see also co-indexation; index
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covert element 163, 183
see also overt element; silent category
creative capacity (creativity) 34, 35
see also generative; recursion
curly brackets 45, 80, 103
declarative 112, 114–117, 166, 323–324
negated 299, 303, 323
see also complementizer, declarative; sentence
deep structure 118–119, 161–162
definite article see article, definite
degree modifier see modifier, within AP (deg)
demonstrative 27, 110–112, 274
see also determiner
dependent clause see sentence, embedded
derivational suffix see suffix, derivational
derived noun see noun derivation
determiner 27, 42–47, 110–111, 119, 151, 274
see also article; demonstrative; possessive pronoun; quantifier
direct object see complement; double-object construction; object
discourse (function; participants) 112
displacement 155–156
see also movement
ditransitive see double-object construction; verb transitivity
dominance (dominate) 21–23, 128, 183
immediate 21–22
do-support (do-insertion) 303–307, 309, 311, 323–325, 329
double-object construction 58–60, 103, 287
doubly-filled CP 330
dummy do (pleonastic do) see auxiliary verb, dummy do; do-support
entailment (entail) 59, 139, 192, 297–298
events 187, 203–206
see also situation; state; verb type; stative
feature 174, 271
agreement (person; number; gender) 170–172, 197, 317
case 171
see also antecedent; inflection; subject–verb agreement
finite sentence (tensed sentence) see sentence, finite
finite verb see tensed verb
first person see feature, agreement (person)
flat structure 16, 334
form see morphology; variant forms; verb form
functional category (vs. lexical category) 75, 93–95, 342
see also grammatical word; part of speech
functional preposition see preposition, functional
future see tense, future
future perfect see tense, future perfect
future perfect progressive see tense, future perfect progressive
future progressive see tense, future progressive
gap 118, 140–147, 149, 152–154, 183
see also trace
gender (masculine; feminine) see feature, agreement (gender)
generalization (generalize) 24, 26, 76, 102, 268, 270, 341
generative (generate) 35, 68, 119
see also creative capacity; recursion
grammar/grammatical (in the sense of syntax/syntactic) 8, 20, 29, 68, 260, 297, 342
see also syntax
grammatical function (object vs. subject) 54
see also object; subject position
grammaticality (grammatical sentence) 172–173, 298
grammatical word (vs. lexical word) 94, 268
see also functional category
habitual interpretation see aspect, continuous (habitual)
head 28, 316, 328, 331
head-to-head movement (vs. phrasal movement) 328
see also verb raising
hearer see discourse
helping verb see auxiliary verb
hierarchical structure (hierarchical organization) 16, 21, 287, 333–334
see also deep structure; flat structure; structure; surface structure
historical present 202–203
idiomaticity 84
immediate dominance see dominance, immediate
imperative sentence 166–169, 172–174, 180, 300
see also command
indefinite article see article, indefinite
index (indices) 147, 162, 178–179, 280, 322
see also co-indexation; co-reference
indicative see mood, indicative
indirect object see complement; double-object construction; object
indirect question see question, embedded
infinitival perfect 236, 242, 257, 261
infinitival sentence see sentence, infinitival
infinitival to 177–178, 257–258, 270–274, 278, 292, 311
infinitive see untensed verb; verb form, infinitive
infinity see recursion
inflation 95, 191, 196, 207, 317
see also feature; suffix, inflectional
inflectional ending/marker see suffix, inflectional
inflectional phrase (IP) 317
interlocutor see discourse
intermediate projection see projection
intermediate trace see trace, intermediate
interrogative see question
interrogative complementizer see complementizer, interrogative
interrogative pronoun see wh-word
Kleene Star 39, 42, 53, 77, 127
landing site 320, 325–326, 329
levelled paradigm see paradigm levelling
INDEX

lexical ambiguity 132, 198, 200–201, 244
lexical category (vs. functional category) 75, 108, 131–132, 135, 187, 191, 335
see also part of speech
lexical preposition
see lexical category; preposition, lexical
lexicon
see mental lexicon
linear distance 3
linear order (word order) 16, 27, 30, 47, 260–264, 293, 318–320, 338
locative preposition
see preposition, locative
maximal projection
see projection
mental lexicon 107–108, 131, 141, 229, 281, 342
modal auxiliary
see auxiliary, modal
adjectival phrase 64, 67
prepositional phrase 38, 57
relative clause 140, 146, 157, 182
within AP (deg) 62
within PP (mod) 89–93
see also adverb
mood
conditional 258, 260
indicative 260
subjunctive 238–239
morphology (morphological form; morpheme) 187, 229, 280
movement (movement rule/operation) 117–118
particle shift 85
passivization 66–67, 250–251, 289
string vacuous 154–155
verb movement (see verb raising) 117–119, 145–148, 325–330
see also affix lowering; head-to-head movement; landing site; phrasal movement; trace; transformation

native speaker 194, 209, 221, 230
Necker Cube 3–5, 9
negation 226, 275
constituent 276, 299
sentential 274, 276, 299
see also declarative, negated; auxiliary verb, negated
negative marker (not/n’t) 274
see also auxiliary verb, negated
negative phrase (NegP) 336–337
node 20, 334
root 23
terminal 23, 316
see also branching
nominalization
see noun derivation
nominative
see case, nominative; feature, case
nonfinite verb
see untensed verb
nonpresent 230–233
noun 29, 48–49
common 25
proper 24
see also pronoun
noun complement clause 127–138
noun derivation 133–135, 139, 191
noun phrase (NP) 13, 19, 25–31
null element
see silent category
null operator
see pronoun, pron
null pronoun
see pronoun, pron; pronoun, pron
pronoun, pron
number (singular; plural)
see feature, agreement (number)
object (direct, indirect) 54, 58–60, 76, 101–104, 107, 150, 181–182
see also complement; double-object construction
obligatoriness (obligatory) 28, 316
optionality (optional) 28, 45, 120, 137, 140, 316
see also optionality
order (linear/word)
see linear order
overt element 163
see also covert element
paradigm
reflexive 170
verb 196, 221, 224, 243–245, 294
see also paradigm levelling
paradigm levelling 210, 245–246, 255
in the presence of n’t 243, 294, 306
parentheses 28, 53, 272, 276
see also optionality
parse 1–2, 96
participial clause
see clause, participial
participle (past; present)
see verb form, past participle; verb form, present participle
particle 83–85
particle shift
see movement, particle shift
particle verb 83
part of speech 75, 132
see also functional category; lexical category
passivization operation
see movement, passivization; voice past
see tense, past; verb form, simple past
past participle
see verb form, past participle
past perfect
see tense, past perfect
past perfect progressive
see tense, past perfect progressive
past progressive
see tense, past progressive
patient 251
perfect
see infinitival perfect; tense, past perfect; tense, present perfect
perfect, infinitival
see infinitival perfect
perfective
see aspect
person (first; second; third)
see feature, agreement (person)
phonetic symbols 160
phonologically null element
see silent category
phrasal movement (vs. head-to-head movement) 328
phrase structure rule/tree 11–15
pleonastic do
see auxiliary verb, dummy do
pluperfect
see tense, past perfect
plural
see feature, agreement (number)
possession (meaning) 94–95, 220
see also possessive noun phrase
possessive noun phrase (PossNP) 42–47
see also pronoun, possessive
predicate 13, 63
predicative adjective
see adjectival phrase, as predicate
prefix 301
preposition 74–75
functional 93–95
lexical 93–95
locative 94
temporal 94
prepositional phrase (PP) 74
as complement (see complement, prepositional phrase)
as modifier (see modifier, prepositional phrase)
prescriptive rules (prescriptivist) 215
present
see tense, present
present participle
see verb form, present participle
present perfect
see tense, present perfect
tense phrase (TP) 317–318
terminal node 23, 28, 316
  see also node
third person
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timeline 192, 237–238, 241
see also timeline
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untensed sentence
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